NetSpective Global Proxy
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NetSpective Global Proxy Deployment
The Global Proxy makes use of our existing proxy solution to filter devices on or off the network. The
appliance sits inside the network, typically alongside our NetSpective Passive solution. We use policy
replication to copy settings from one appliance to the other, so you only have to manage the parent
device.
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The Global Proxy will be given two IP addresses; one for your local area network, as well as an external
IP address for the WAN. Your firewall will need to be configured to translate the WAN IP address into
the LAN IP address. Remote users, such as iPads and Chromebooks, will send traffic to the DNS
Hostname associated with the WAN address. Your firewall will need to allow this traffic and direct it to
the appliance on the LAN.

As you can see in the second image, remote devices are configured to direct traffic to a hostname
instead of an IP address. This is particularly useful if you wish to use a PAC (Proxy Auto-Configuration)
file for configuring devices to use the global proxy. You will need to setup a public DNS so that the
hostname resolves to an IP address in the cloud.
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The recommended configuration for most networks is to have at least one NetSpective Passive
appliance on the LAN, and two NetSpective Global Proxy appliances in the DMZ, configured in failover
replication. We place the Global Proxies in the DMZ as a best practice security measure. The Passive
appliance will filter all on-network traffic as well as off-network requirements for Windows and Mac
notebooks. The Global Proxy will filter on and off-network traffic for the remainder devices such as
Chromebooks and iPads. We configure failover replication due to the nature of a proxy failing closed.
This ensures that all devices, both on and off the network, can connect to the internet even if there is a
hardware failure.

Configuring NetSpective for Global Proxy
Restrict Admin Access
You may want to consider restricting admin access to your Global Proxy appliances, since they can be
accessed from outside your network. Connect a keyboard and monitor to your appliance and enter the
console interface.
Choose option 5 for Restrict Admin Access. Here you can add the IP addresses that are allowed to access
the NetSpective Web Administration.
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Networking
Under Device Settings > Network we can see the IP address of the appliance, as well as the Default
Gateway. If your appliance is in a single NIC configuration, then the single IP address on the Admin port
is all you need. Only if your appliance is configured with dual NICs will you need to specify your Internal
and External IP addresses. While we are here, you will also want to add in a DNS Server. This will be
needed for Windows NTLM authentication as well as Global Proxy operation. Also, you should ensure
that your AD Realm (example: "qatest.telemate.net") is a DNS search domain.

Networking
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Apply a Certificate and Hostname
Proceed to Device Settings > Certificate where we will apply a certificate to the appliance. This is
necessary for specifying the Hostname of the appliance. You may purchase a SSL Certificate from any
certificate authority you wish. However, generating our self-signed certificate will work as well and is
what we will focus on in this guide. As you can see in our example below, our test appliance will resolve
to the hostname “netspective.qatest.telemate.net”.
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To add a self-signed certificate, click on the Add Certificate button. Enter your desired hostname in the
SSL Hostname field. When you are finished, click OK.

The hostname displayed is an example only.

The web server will restart and the Certificate screen will be updated with the new hostname
information, as seen in the Common Name and Hostname Areas.
For more information on adding a certificate to NetSpective, refer to the NetSpective Certificate Guide.
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DNS settings on the Domain Controller
Setting up a DNS on your domain controller will vary depending on the server you are using. We simply
need to set up a Forward Lookup Zone to match the hostname we gave the NetSpective. This will also
look different depending on your organization’s domain. With a DNS setting on the domain controller,
proxy users can be directed to the appliance on network as well.

Our example Windows Server 2008 domain is qatest.telemate.net, so we configured our hostname to be netspective.qatest.telemate.net.

We then added the Forward Lookup Zone for ‘netspective’ and its IP address.
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Public DNS and Firewall Configuration
This hostname will also need to be resolved outside of your network in the cloud. Your network
administrator will need to configure this with your organization’s public DNS service. The hostname will
need to resolve to the WAN address configured for the NetSpective appliance on your firewall, which
will allow communication into your network to the appliance.
Join the NetSpective to your Domain
Next we will join the NetSpective to your domain to enable Windows NTLM authentication. Windows
integration sets up a trusted relationship between the NetSpective and your domain to allow users to be
authenticated for the Global Proxy service. A domain user with sufficient privileges is required to add
the NetSpective device to the domain.
Navigate to Device Settings > Advanced and find the Windows Integration heading. Click on the Join
button and fill out the window that appears with the appropriate information. Since we are simply
joining the appliance to the domain, the hostname of the appliance is used and not the hostname we
created in the certificate. This can be found under the Device Information heading next to Host Name.

Image depicts examples only.
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Set Authentication Rules
For NetSpective to filter users globally, we will need to configure Authentication Rules for the entire
internet. We can accomplish this in two rules. Navigate to the Filter Settings > Authentication page.
Note the arrows on the far right for changing the priority of the rules. If you configure your NetSpective
to use a more specific rule, for example with our Standard Portal for workstations on your network, you
will want those specific rules to be at the top of your list. You can easily use these arrows to move our
Global Proxy rules to the bottom.

Example: Standard Portal rule is at the top of the list, where Proxy Internet Zones are located at the bottom.

To create these Authentication Rules, click the Add button below. We will create a single rule; the rule
will have the Address 0.0.0.0 and Netmask 0.0.0.0 to encompass the entire internet range. This rule will
have the Portal set to Proxy (Session Based) and have Windows NTLM checked. The Timeout section is
greyed out since our portal is session based.
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Deployment
Proxy Configuration
Devices can be configured in the traditional proxy way by pointing your device to the hostname we
configured. As you can see in the examples below, devices show the full hostname as well as Port 3128.
This is the port NetSpective Global Proxy listens on for user traffic.

Example: Windows Proxy Settings

Proxy Configuration
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Example: iPad manual proxy settings.
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Global Proxy Configuration with PAC file
The preferred method to configure devices would be with a Proxy Auto-Configuration (PAC) file. This can
be used to configure multiple devices at the same time with Global Proxy settings.
Navigate to Filter Settings > Proxy on the appliance. Under the Proxy Automatic Configuration heading,
click the download link to obtain a PAC file.

This file can then be used with MDM solutions such as the Apple Configurator to easily provision
multiple devices to use the Global Proxy.

Example: Apple Configurator using PAC file.

Global Proxy Configuration with PAC file
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Multiple Appliances Configuration
Replication
Replication settings can be found under the Replication link in the NetSpective Web Administration.
Depending on the type of NetSpective appliances you are deploying, your settings will be different.
If you have a mix of Passive and Proxy appliances, you should generally make the Passive appliance the
parent in the replication tree. When replicating in this scenario, you may replicate all settings except for
Authentication. The goal is for the Passive appliance to handle BYOD authentication, while the Proxy’s
authentication is set for Global Proxy authentication.
If you are replication proxy appliances only, then all settings can be replicated. If the proxy is handling
Global users as well as BYOD authentication with the Mobile Portal, then ensure the Mobile Portal
settings are higher in the list than the Global Proxy specific settings.
Ensure DNS is configured on each appliance
If you haven’t configured a DNS server from the previous parts of the guide, then this should be done
first. Ensure each appliance is configured with a valid DNS server.
Under Device Settings > Network, you will find the section for DNS Servers. Click the Add button, enter
an IP address, and click the OK button.

Configure IP addresses on each appliance
Depending on the type of proxy configuration you choose, the IP address configuration will be a little
different each time. These settings can be configured in the Device Settings > Network section of the
Web Administration.

Replication
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Single NIC Configuration
Admin – Administration, Incoming & Outgoing Traffic Flow
Internal – Virtual Shared IP between appliances
Dual NIC Configuration
Admin – Administration & Incoming Traffic Flow
External – Outgoing Traffic Flow
Internal – Virtual Shared IP between appliances
The Virtual Shared IP is the same across all proxies. This is the address that your hostname will resolve
to. Depending on the Proxy Mode, the appliance will then route traffic to the appropriate appliance.
Configure the Proxy Mode Type (Fail Over or Load Balanced)
Load Balance
In this mode, multiple NetSpective proxy appliances are configured with the same Internal IP address
(Virtual Shared IP). The appliances coordinate so that only one of them is active and will reply to ARP
requests for the shared Internal IP. If the active appliance goes down for more than 60 seconds, one of
the backup appliances will automatically take over. Configure these settings under Filter Settings >
Proxy:
Cluster Mode: Load Balance
Check – Use Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
Under Proxy Automatic Configuration > NetSpective Proxies, click the Edit List link. Edit the list to have
each Admin IP of your proxy appliances under the Assigned column. When you are finished, click OK and
then click the Save button in the upper left corner.
Failover
In this mode, multiple NetSpective proxy appliances simultaneously service client connections. The
traffic will be distributed evenly across all proxy appliances. Configure these settings under Filter
Settings > Proxy:
Cluster Mode: Failover
Under Proxy Automatic Configuration > NetSpective Proxies, click the Edit List link. Edit the list to have
the Internal (Shared Virtual IP) of your proxy appliances under the Assigned column. When you are
finished, click OK and then click the Save button in the upper left corner.

Configure the Proxy Mode Type (Fail Over or Load Balanced)
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Create DNS A Record for the Parent Hostname
This is the hostname we created earlier in this document. On your domain controller, create a DNS A
record for this hostname.

Create DNS A Record for the Parent Hostname
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As you can see the IP Address we are using for this hostname is the Internal (Virtual Shared IP) of our
proxy appliances.
Create a CNAME Record associated with the DNS A Record
Next create a CNAM record called “wpad” without quotes. Browse and select the DNS A record you just
created in the previous step.

Create a CNAME Record associated with the DNS A Record
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2008/2012 Update Block List to allow WPAD
WPAD is what your on-network devices will be using to obtain proxy settings. However on Windows
Server 2008 and 2012, WPAD is blocked by default on these versions of Windows Server. The following
excerpt is taken from Microsoft’s support site found here.
Updating the block list
Use the dnscmd command-line tool to manage the global query block list. Open a command line
prompt, and then do the following:
1. To check whether the global query block is enabled, type the following:
dnscmd /info /enableglobalqueryblocklist
2. To display the host names in the current block list, type the following:
dnscmd /info /globalqueryblocklist
3. To disable the block list and ensure that the DNS Server service does not ignore queries for
names in the block list, type the following:
dnscmd /config /enableglobalqueryblocklist 0
4. To enable the block list and ensure that the DNS Server service ignores queries for names in the
block list, type the following:
dnscmd /config /enableglobalqueryblocklist 0
5. To remove all names from the block list, type the following:
dnscmd /config /globalqueryblocklist
6. To replace the current block list with a list of the names that you specify, type the following:
dnscmd /config /globalqueryblocklist name [name]…

Limitations with Global Proxies
iOS Web View, Apps that won’t Authenticate, and iOS Updates
Upon using the Global Proxy, you may notice that some apps will fail to work. Some examples of this are
Netflix and Google Earth. The issue lies within the iOS Web View code, where it contains a defect on
how an app authenticates with a Global Proxy. An app developer would need to code around this defect
in order to make the app work with any Global Proxy solution. The app is basically trying to authenticate
with the Global Proxy, but this defect will not allow the app to complete the authentication. Users will
likely notice their keyboard has frozen and the app will have to be terminated. A number of apps have
already been created with workarounds in place, but some have not.

2008/2012 Update Block List to allow WPAD
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This is related to iOS updates as well. On a device using the Global Proxy, if the user is authenticating
against the Global Proxy then the iOS Update will fail. Users will likely encounter the message: “Software
Update Unavailable – Software update not available at this time, try again later”. The Apple Configurator
however, can still be used to update a device to the latest software release.
Beware of using Safe Search > Block HTTPS Web Search
Safe Search is an excellent tool for keeping users safe from unwanted search results on the internet.
When enabled, we included the option to also block HTTPS Web Search. This feature however should be
used with extreme caution as it can disable many services your mobile devices may be using.
For example, the majority of Google’s features and educational services require an SSL connection. If we
block that SSL connection, we are essentially disabling most of the functionality that Google provides.
This is especially important for devices such as Chromebooks where the device relies on authentication
with Google’s services to perform the majority of its tasks.
Recent Activity delayed results with a Google SSL connection
You may experience some delays with traffic appearing in the Statistics > Recent Activity section. This
section is generally used as a troubleshooting means for administrators and TeleMate.Net’s support
team. These delays should only be experienced with an SSL connection with Google. When a user opens
an SSL tunnel to Google, Google does not timeout that user right away. This usually takes between 3 and
5 minutes for Google to take action.
This is expected by the design of NetSpective and isn’t quite a limitation. NetSpective tracks session
bandwidth and log records are not written to disk until the session is closed. As a result, it may take
those 3 to 5 minutes before the user’s accesses appear in the Recent Activity page. A workaround for
this would be to force that session timeout by closing the user’s web browser.
Note: This traffic will appear as RAW since the NetSpective doesn’t know what it is. This is
simply because we cannot see inside that SSL tunnel.
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